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Abstract 
The work focuses on   stablishing the base of secondary frequency control in microgrids in 
isolated mode, to finally arrive at the development of an algorithm for the control of power 
flow based on distributed decision-making system.  The implementation of these algorithm 
has been carried out using C++ programming and object-oriented language that makes 
communication between the different elements of the network possible. 
Specifically, the main contribution of this work is the design and implementation of the 
“feasible flow algorithm”. 
The results obtained will be analyzed and compared to reach a conclusion about the 
effectiveness of distributed decision systems versus traditional decision-making systems. 
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Notation 
- νp  : refers to the set of buses. 
 
-  νg: set of generator buses.  
-  νl: set of loads . 
-  εp : set of edges (i, j) ∈ εp, if buses I and j are connected electrically. 
 
- Np(i) : set of buses connected to bus i. 
 
- δp(i): δp(i) = |Np(i)| : number of buses connected to bus i. 
 
- Nc
+(i) : set of buses to which bus I can send information. 
 
- 𝑢𝑖  : active power generation on bus i. 
 
- 𝑙𝑖 : active power demand on bus i. 
 
- 𝑏𝑖: balance on bus i. 
 
- 𝑓𝑖𝑗
(𝑖)[K]:  value of the flow flowing from 𝑖 to j , at iteration k, computed on bu
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1. Introduction 
 
The electrical energy distribution system as we know it is undergoing into a 
transformation. The electric grid of the future will be made up of digital technologies, 
renewable sources, and intelligent distributed generation networks. Using digital 
technology to optimize energy transmission and distribution allow us to have greater 
control over the energy use. 
As we move towards the future, microgrids and distributed generation systems will 
become more important as they are able to unify small-scale and flexible generation to 
clean energy and smart controls. 
This project will deal with the issues of distributed controls for microgrids with the 
aim of driving the frequency error to zero, which for non-inertia microgrids (those 
that are made up of generators connected by power electronics) means ensuring that 
the frequency at each node is equal to the point of operation resulting in a stable 
system. 
The final objective of the project is to implement the Feasible Flow algorithm and   
evaluate  the performance of the distributed control for inertia-less AC islanded 
microgrids. 
In order to obtain these results, we will use a test loop control hardware that has been 
developed to provide a high-fidelity real-time environment for testing distributed 
power resources coordination and control architectures. 
The structure of this thesis is the following: It will start with the introduction of 
microgrids as well as the concept of distributed algorithms. 
On chapter two the basics of the secondary frequency control will be exposed for AC 
islanded microgrids. During chapter three we will go through the Feasible Flow 
Algorithm and its different steeps. After this, on chapter four we will also explain the 
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other two distributed algorithms (Ratio Consensus and  Max Consensus) that are also 
used for the microgrid control. 
Chapter five contains an explanation about how the development and implementation 
of the code has been made. 
Finally, on chapter six all the results obtained are presented as well as reflection about 
the meaning or significance of those results (In this case we have not got any results, 
so this part has not accomplished yet). 
1.1  Literature Review and Motivation 
 
As mentioned, the development of microgrids seems to be very promising for the 
integration of DER's (Distributed Energy Resources) as well as contributing to the 
improvement of efficiency, reliability, and adaptability. That is why the research and 
development of these control systems is of great importance; given the great impact it 
may have in the future for the improvement of the electrical system. 
On the other hand, this work is very innovative since what is intended to be used is a 
more complex and flexible decision-making system (distributed system) that can 
provide great benefits for the control of these networks, especially for improving 
resilience and adaptability of the system. 
While the centralized systems are easier to implement, in addition to being faster 
since it is not necessary to perform iterations for the exchange of information, and 
there are no failures typical of distributed algorithms such as "drop packages" , 
distributed systems  has a great advantage as no longer depends on a single 
centralized unit and therefore, they are not conditioned by the failure of a single point 
of the system and consequently they are more resistant and flexible. 
This project will mainly consist on the implementation of the secondary frequency 
control algorithm posted in the paper [1]. 
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1.2 Microgrid concept 
 
The purpose of this section is to provide a small introduction about the microgrid 
concept. 
"Microgrids comprise low voltage distribution systems along with distributed 
generation sources as well as storage devices." The microgrid can be operated in 
either connected to the grid or islanded mode. 
Microgrids can be understood as controlled entities that can function as a single load 
or aggregate generator and function as an auxiliary power source that contributes to 
the stability and regulation of the main network. 
Due to this, one of the main advantages of microgrids is that they can contribute to the 
incorporation of renewable energy into the system. 
In short, the introduction of microgrids aims to solve some of the problems that 
traditional electrical systems present, such as: large energy losses due to transmission 
over long distances, static participation by consumers due to the lack of 
communication between these and the operators, as well as the integration of 
distributed generation and the penetration of renewable energies. 
Microgrids can operate in two modes:  connected to the grid or  in islanded mode. 
In connected mode, it is the main network that provides the necessary voltage and 
frequency references. In this way there will be no problems in the stability of the 
network. 
If the network is controlled by a central controller, once the economic dispatch has 
been resolved, it sends the active and reactive power instructions to the controllers of 
the sources and loads. Subsequently, you must check that none of the restrictions 
imposed on the network are violated. 
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When the microgrid operates in islanded mode, generators will need to respond 
quickly to changes in demand to keep frequency and voltage stable. In this case, 
therefore, several problems must be faced. 
Firstly, the microgrid generators do not have the necessary inertia to assume the 
imbalances caused by the specific differences between generation and demand, and 
on the other hand, the response of the generating elements of a microgrid is quite 
slow, which can cause problems in stabilizing the system. 
In the case of a centralized control, it must provide the frequency and voltage 
references to the rest of the generation elements. To function in this way, the storage 
systems must be connected to the microgrid through an inverter with adequate 
controls to maintain the voltage and frequency stability of the microgrid. 
However, this project focuses on island microgrids and we will also implement a 
distributed decision-making system. More specifically, in the secondary frequency 
control. 
The Figure 1 below is an example of who a microgrid system could look like. 
 
 
Figure 1 : Microgrid(https://www.worldenergytrade.com/index.php/component/seoglossary/1-
energia/microred?Itemid=113) 
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1.3 Distributed algorithms  
 
Here it is given a brief overview about the different control systems that can be found. 
 
 
Figure 1: Network types  (https://desarrolloactivo.com/articulos/centralized-decentralized-distributed-
p2p/). 
On Figure 2 we can see the different types of networks that we can find (centralized, decentralized 
and distributed) 
Centralized: 
In this case it is a single central controller the one that sends the information to the 
rest.  So, if this fails the entire system stops working. On the other hand, it has 
advantages such as its operability and installation are simple and have a reduced cost 
compared to other systems, although they require considerable wiring. 
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Distributed: 
Without a doubt these are most interesting, complex, and novel. 
“A distributed computing system consists of multiple autonomous processors that do 
not share main memory, but rather cooperate through a communication network that 
interconnects them.'' 
Centralized systems have a single point of failure, the central computer, that is 
responsible for decision making. On the contrary, distributed systems are made up of 
several elements with independent failure probabilities, in such a way that they allow 
the system to operate continuously. 
That is why the greatest advantage of distributed systems is reliability, due to the fact 
that operation of the system is not linked to a single element and  therefore, any 
element can supply another if one breaks down. The easiest way to achieve this is 
through redundancy, that is, the information should not be stored in a single element, 
but in all of them. 
1.4. Technologies used 
 
The Control hardware in the loop (Hil) test bench has been developed to provide high-
fidelity real-time environment for testing distributed power control and coordination 
architectures. This system is the one it is used in order to test and validate all the 
algorithms and their effects on a network. 
A microgrid is composed of two layers: 
- Physical layer: made up of the electrical infrastructure used for the generation 
and distribution of the energy. 
The elements of the cyber layer implement the algorithms and protocols that 
perform the coordination and distributed control architecture. 
For this project each cyber node is composed for an Arduino Due. Due.                       
Neighboring cyber nodes communicate with each other wirelessly using 
MaxStream XB24-DMCIT-250 revB XBee interconnected to the Arduino Due. 
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- Electrical layer: compromising the hardware and software for communication 
and control.  
The physical capacity is emulated using the Typhoon HIL simulator. 
There are very detailed models of systems elements, that emulate very 
precisely transient effects on the electrical power system. 
 
The Figure 3 show the controller hardware is like. 
 
Figure 3 :A Schematic of the Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop Testbed.[2]  
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2. Description secondary frequency control for AC islanded 
microgrids 
 
Here, secondary frequency control for AC islanded microgrid posted on the paper [1] 
will be explained in order to understand how all the system will work.  
This section describes the model of the microgrid used, as well as an overview of the 
secondary frequency control problem. To finally explain how the solution of this 
problem is approached through a distributed system. 
Secondary frequency control controls are tested in a real-time three-phase microgrid 
simulator with the following assumptions. 
1) The three phases are balanced. 
2.) The transport lines have no losses. 
3.) DER and loads are interconnected by means of voltage source inverters. 
4.) All quantities are expressed in unit quantities and the values of each DER and 
charge serve as the basis of the voltage. 
5.) The dynamics of each voltage drop is much faster than the frequency drop control. 
6.) The reactive power of the inverter is enough to support the voltage control. 
As explained at the introduction, the proposed control system aims to adjust the 
generator’s output points to obtain the "set points", while eliminating the frequency 
error resulting from small disturbances in the load. 
These operating points must meet the "Phase-cohesive" criterion. In the context of 
power flow in microgrids this is equivalent to ensuring that the difference between 
the steady-state angles of each pair of connected nodes will be strictly less than π / 2. 
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These predetermined "set points" are chosen so that when they are applied to the 
system, this will be stable around these operating points, the frequency value is equal 
to a reference value and the frequency at each node is the same. 
The choice of generation points that meet the phase cohesion criterion combined with 
a frequency error control is enough to ensure the stability of the system and that the 
entire system operates at the same frequency. 
Therefore, the objective of a frequency control system will be to satisfy the following 
conditions: 
• O1. Find  𝑢𝑖 ∗, 𝑖 ∈ υ𝑝
(𝑔)
 so that : 
 
1 .∑ 𝑢𝑖
∗ =𝑖∈𝜐𝑝(𝑔) ∑ 𝑙𝑖
0
𝑖∈𝜐𝑝(𝑙)                                                          Equation 1 [1] 
 
2. For each  𝑖 ∈ 𝜐𝑝(𝑔)  exists and equilibrium point 𝑢𝑖
∗ that satisfies the 
cohesive phase criterion. 
 
This means that the output value of the generators must be adjusted in such a way 
that the demanded power is met, without exceeding the generation limits of these and 
on the other hand for all nodes there must be an equilibrium point that makes the 
system be phase -cohesive. 
 
• O2.For small enough changes in load 𝑙𝑖
0  regulate the value of 𝑢𝑖(𝑡) around de 
ui*, so that : 
 
             𝑑𝜃𝑖/𝑑𝑡 = 0  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 → 0                                           
Equation 2 
 
Starting from initial values for the active power demand, those “set points” that are in 
a phase cohesive operating state are calculated so that they meet both conditions 
mentioned above. 
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 After small perturbances occur in the requested power, the system must adjust the 
output values of the generators around these operating points, iteratively to drive the 
frequency error to zero, while ensuring operating points to be in phase cohesion. 
In this way, the system ensures that when faced with small perturbations in demand, 
the system can be stable on the closed loop and verifying that the frequency at each 
node is the same. 
The average frequency error is defined as following: 
 
Equation 3 [1] 
 
In the case of a centralized system the average frequency error can be easily 
computed because the central controller will have access to the information of 
injected power at the DER´s and demanded power of the loads. 
However on a distributed system the value of the average frequency error will be  
computed at each node  will use the information they obtain locally from the 
measurements together with the information acquired through information 
exchanges with neighboring nodes to apply the “Ratio Consensus” algorithm so every 
bus gets the same value for the frequency derivation. 
Once this value has been computed it will be drive to cero by adjusting the generators 
output around the initial set points, following the next equations: 
 
 
Equation 4 [1] 
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The output values of the generators will be readjusted, moving further and further 
away from the initial "set points". These small changes serve to drive the frequency to 
zero, but little by little they will drive the system far from the phase cohesion 
operating state. That is why after several small disturbances in the load or a greater 
disturbance it will be necessary to recalculate the "set points". 
The method that will allow us to know when it is necessary to recalculate these new 
points is based on a variation of the amount by which the system has been shipped 
from the phase coherent operating state. 
After doing some calculation when it is considered that we have move far enough 
away from the values that make the system stable, it will be necessary to run the 
Feasible Flow algorithm again. 
On the Figure 4 below we can see and outline of this process . 
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Figure 4 : Secondary Frequency Control scheme. 
Ratio Consensus 
Max-Min  Consensus 
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3. Description of the Feasible Flow Algorithm  
 
The goal of this algorithm is to determine the individual generation of the generators 
that supply the demand of the loads in a microgrid, without violating any of the 
generation restrictions or the limits of the maximum power that can circulate through 
each of the branches. 
As already explained above, assuming that the power demanded by the load nodes are 
known, the objective is to assign values for each of the flows of the fixed branches and 
the values of power output that is supplied by the generators,  so that: The power 
balance of each node is zero, the power generated coincides with the demanded by the 
loads and that both the flow of the branches and the power of the generators are 
within the established limits. 
This algorithm will take care of the local adjustment of the modifications of the flows 
through the lines and the outputs of the generators in an iterative way, so that the 
approximate form of the asymptotic values that satisfy these recently updated 
conditions will be calculated. 
The algorithm proposed on [1] for distributed form resolution is given by the 
following procedure in which the flow and output specifications of the generators are 
initialized and iteratively updated using a four-step process. 
• Step 1: Inicialization. 
Each node initializes its control flows as the average of its upper and lower 
bound limits. 
 
𝑓𝑖𝑗[0] =
1
2
  (𝑓𝑖𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖𝑗) 
Equation 5 
In the same way, the initial value for generating the generating nodes is the 
average of their limits. 
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𝑔𝑖[0] =
1
2
  (𝑔𝑖 + 𝑔𝑖) 
Equation 6 
• Step 2: 
The output power and flow values are calculated in the iteration 𝑘 (𝑏𝑖[𝐾]). 
Each node i adjusts its variable for each flow in such a way that it balances power zero 
as the number of iterations increases. 
 
Equation 7 [1]             
The value of the modification of the output of the generators is calculated in a similar 
way: 
          
Equation 8 [1]                                       
The value of  𝑤𝑖 is defined as : 
𝑤𝑖 ≔ 𝛿𝑝(𝑖) + 1 
 
Where 𝛿𝑝  refers to the number of buses to which node i is connected. 
 
• Step 3: 
Since each node, updates  its  flows in the first step independently, the neighbors are 
likely to have different results for the flow between them. By exchanging the 
estimations with their neighboring nodes each node updates the estimations locally as 
follows: 
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Equation 9 [1]             
• Step 4: 
Since during the first steps above, the flow rate may have been adjusted so that some 
of the limits are exceeded, we must ensure that this does not occur, and all limitations 
remain within the limits: 
 
Equation 3 [1]        
 
Equation 10 [1]            
Considering that two connected nodes have the same limits for the flow flowing 
through the connection line between them, it follows that at the beginning of the 
iteration the connections of both nodes are additively inverse. The algorithm can be 
simplified as follows: 
 
Equation 11 [1] 
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Equation 12 [1] 
 
A flow chart of the algorithm is presented on Figure 5.  
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:  
Figure 5 : Feasible Flow (Flow Chart)  
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4. Description of other distributed algorithms used to implement 
Feasible Flow Algorithm. 
 
In order to implement this algorithm, it will be necessary the use of other two 
distributed algorithms which are: Ratio Consensus and Mas-Min Consensus. 
4.1 Ratio Consensus: 
 
This is the algorithm that the buses use to update their variables and it is also posted 
on[1]. 
This algorithm will iteratively update two variables that we denote by 𝑦𝑖  and 𝑧𝑖 an it 
will return the ratio between these. 
                                                                           γ i[K] =
yi[K]
zi[k]
                                             
Equation 13 
As the value of k tends to infinity, the value of this ratio for all the nodes i involved in 
the algorithm converges to the same value. And this value will be the average of the 
ratio of the initial values of this variables. 
 
Equation 14 [1] 
                    
This algorithm will be used to find the average frequency error at the nodes. 
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   4.2 Max-Min Consensus: 
 
This algorithm allows us to find the maximum or minimum value of the values that the 
different buses of the system have, in a distributed way. 
This algorithm will be implemented to determinate the number of iterations that is 
necessary to take on the feasible flow algorithm.  
That is to say, the algorithm should keep going until the maximum value of the 
balance of each bus is lower that some small value like for example 0.01. An will be 
this algorithm the one that will notice when the maximum value of this balances is 
lower than that predetermined value. 
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5. Code Implementation 
 
Now the code developed will be presented. Starting with a code for a centralized 
controller for a very simple network (3 nodes) and then the distributed version of the 
algorithm that can be implemented in more complex networks.  
This distributed version will be finally tested on a six-bus network using Typhoon Hill. 
5.1 Centralized three nodes network  
 
To start the project, the first step was to implement the algorithm to solve the power 
flow problem in a simple network with only three nodes. The objective of this is 
familiarization with the algorithm, its function, as well as adaptation to the C ++ 
programming language. The development of this program allows us to appreciate the 
differences between what would be a centralized and a distributed control system in 
which an object-oriented language will be used. This allows the programmer to 
understand the structure of the process followed by each control system, as well as to 
appreciate the differences on the complexity that may exist in the elaboration of the 
programs that constitute each of the two decision-making systems. 
This program was made in C++ , without the use of classes or objects. 
This program solves the problem of power flow in a centralized way, that is, in this 
case there is no exchange of information between the nodes, but rather a single entity 
that receives all the information and performs the calculations. 
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The network will be the next: 
 
 
CODE: 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
using namespace std; 
 
void Powerflow(float bi[],float g[], int locvectorgen[],int load[],float 
f[][3],int numvecgen[]); 
int main(void) 
{ 
    #define Np 3 // totalnumber of nodes in the system 
    #define Npg 2// number of generators 
    #define Npl 1 // number of loads 
 
//definimos variables  
 int i;// numero del nudo  
 int j; 
 int k; 
 int wi[Np]={2,2,3}; 
 int gimax[Np]; 
 int gimin[Np]; 
 float g[Np]; 
 float fijmax[Np][Np];//matrix of the maximum power trhough the branches 
 float fijmin[Np][Np]; 
 float bi[Np];// flow balance vector 
 float f[Np][Np];//estimate maintained by i for the flow to each j at iteration  
int A[Np][Np]={{1,0,-1},{0,1,-1}};//incidence matrix 
 int locvectorgen[Npg]={0,1}; 
 int numvecgen[Np]={1,1,0}; 
 int vectorcargas[Npl]={2}; 
 int load[Np]={0,0,3};// this is the vectors of the demand of each node 
     gimax[0]=1; 
     gimin[0]=-1; 
     gimax[1]=3; 
     gimin[1]=-3; 
G 1: 
Pmax= 2pu 
Pmin= -2pu 
 
 
G 2 : 
Pmax=  1pu 
Pmin= -1pu 
 
 
Load : 
Pload=  3pu 
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     gimax[2]=-3; 
     gimin[2]=-3; 
     
// with this loop we fill the max and min power matrices that the lines can carry  
 for(i=0;i<Np;i++){ 
     for(j=0;j<Np;j++){ 
          
        fijmax[i][j]=0; 
        fijmin[i][j]=0; 
     } 
 } 
        fijmax[0][2]=2; 
        fijmax[2][0]=-fijmax[0][2]; 
        fijmin[0][2]=1;  
        fijmin[2][0]=-fijmin[0][2]; 
        fijmax[1][2]=2; 
        fijmax[2][1]=-fijmax[1][2]; 
        fijmin[1][2]=0;  
        fijmin[2][1]=-fijmin[1][2]; 
         
// print the matrix 
    for (i = 0; i <Np; i++) {   
     /* Recorre filas */ 
     for (j = 0; j <Np; j++) {    
     /* Recorre columnas */ 
      cout<< fijmax[i][j]<<"  ";  
     } 
     cout<<"\n"; 
    } 
    cout<<"\n\n"; 
    for (i = 0; i <Np; i++) {   
     /* Recorre filas */ 
     for (j = 0; j <Np; j++) {    
     /* Recorre columnas */ 
      cout<< fijmin[i][j]<<"  ";  
     } 
     cout<<"\n"; 
    } 
    cout<<"\n\n"; 
// Paso1://inicialization 
 for(i=0;i<Np;i++){ 
     for(j=0;j<Np;j++){ 
     f[i][j]=0.5*(fijmax[i][j]+fijmin[i][j]);//this is the inicializted matrix of 
the flow trhough the branches 
      cout<< f[i][j]<<"  ";  
     } 
     cout<<"\n"; 
 }  
 cout<<"\n\n"; 
 
  for(i=0;i<Np;i++){ 
    g[i]=0.5*(gimax[i]+gimin[i]);//this is the inicializted matrix of the flow 
trhough the branches 
    cout<< g[i]; 
  } 
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  cout<<"\n\n"; 
//Paso 2: calculo del balance de potencia en cada nodo  
 
k=0; 
while(k<=500){ 
     
        Powerflow(bi,g,locvectorgen,load,f,numvecgen) 
 
        f[0][2]=f[0][2]-bi[2]/(2*wi[2])+bi[0]/(2*wi[0]); 
        f[2][0]=f[2][0]-bi[0]/(2*wi[0])+bi[2]/(2*wi[2]); 
        f[1][2]=f[1][2]-bi[2]/(2*wi[2])+bi[1]/(2*wi[1]); 
        f[2][1]=-f[1][2]; 
 
          for(i=0;i<=Npg;i++) 
          { 
              g[locvectorgen[i]]=g[locvectorgen[i]]-
bi[locvectorgen[i]]/(2*wi[locvectorgen[i]]); 
          } 
        //Paso4: Debemos comprobar que no hemos sobrepasado los límites 
 
        for(i=0;i<=Np;i++){ 
             
            if(f[i][2]>fijmax[i][2]){ 
                f[i][2]=fijmax[i][2]; 
                f[2][i]=-f[i][2];  
 
            }else if(f[i][2]<fijmin[i][2]){ 
                 f[i][2]=fijmin[i][2]; 
                 f[2][i]=-f[i][2]; 
            } 
            if(g[i]>gimax[i]){ 
                g[i]=gimax[i]; 
            }else if(g[i]<gimin[i]){ 
                g[i]=gimin[i]; 
            } 
        } 
    k++; 
  } 
 //mostramos los resultado por pantalla 
     for (i = 0; i <Np; i++) {   
          cout<< bi[i]<<"  ";  
         } 
         cout<<"\n\n"; 
 
     for (i = 0; i <Np; i++) {   
          cout<< g[i]<<"  ";  
         } 
         cout<<"\n\n"; 
      for (i = 0; i <Np; i++) {   
     /* Recorre filas */ 
       for (j = 0; j <Np; j++) {    
     /* Recorre columnas */ 
        cout<< f[i][j]<<"  ";  
       } 
       cout<<"\n"; 
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       } 
        cout<<"\n\n"; 
 
    return 0; 
    } 
 
void Powerflow(float bi[],float g[], int vectorgen[],int load[],float f[][3],int 
numvecgen[]){ 
 
float suma[Np];//definimos una variable para la suma de las columnas de la matriz 
fij  
int i; 
int j; 
 //inicializamos el vector suma a cero  
    for(j=0;j<=Np;j++){ 
        suma[j]=0; 
        bi[j]=0; 
    } 
 
        for(i=0;i<=Np;i++){ 
            // si en nudo i es un generador entramos en este bucle 
            if(numvecgen[i]==1){ 
                //sumamos la columna i del vector fij  
                suma[i]=+f[i][2]; 
                bi[i]=-suma[i]+g[i]+bi[i]; 
            }else{ 
                suma[i]=+f[2][0]+f[2][1]; 
                bi[i]=-suma[i]+bi[i]-load[i]; 
            } 
        } 
} 
 
 
RESULTS: 
The balance ant each node obtained are : 
 
𝑏[𝑖] = [𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3] =   
 
The active power generated at each node is: 
 
𝑔[𝑖] = [𝑔1, 𝑔2, 𝑔3] = 
 
The Flow through the lines are : 
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𝑓11 𝑓12 𝑓13
𝑓21 𝑓22 𝑓23
𝑓31 𝑓32 𝑓33
 =  
 
As expected, the vector that contains the flow balances at each node is very close to 
zero, which means that the power that arrives and leaves each node are compensated. 
On the other hand, the vector of generation obtained states that node one and two  
deliver one and two per unit  power to supply the demand of three from the third 
node, all this without exceeding any of the restrictions of the generators or the lines. 
 
5.2 Distributed algorithm implementation  
 
Now the development of the distributed algorithm code is presented. 
All the code has been developed in the C ++ programming language. To make the 
implementation of a distributed algorithm possible, the example of object-oriented 
programming is necessary. 
The total of the program is distributed in a total of six different libraries: 
1. OGraph.h 
2. OGraph.cpp 
3. OAgent.h 
4. OAgent.cpp 
5. XBee.h 
6. XBee.cpp 
The OGraph libraries collect everything related to the structure of the network, it 
contains the main classes such as: OVertex or OGraph within the OVertex class finds 
subclasses such as: OLocalVertex, ORemoteVertex ..., as well as all its properties and 
functions. 
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Finally, in the OAgent folders the OAgent class is defined, where there are many 
functions related to algorithms and all those necessary for their implementation. 
Finally, it will also be necessary to use Arduino code to make simulation possible on 
arduinos by implementing the algorithms developed. 
On the Appendix A,  it can be found the main part of the algorithm developed. 
 
5.1 Typhoon Hil implementation 
 
This is the final part of the project. It consists of the implementation of the code in the 
Typhoon Hil test bench that allows us to simulate a real microgrid to obtain results 
and detect conclusions about our distributed controllers. 
In this case the simulation will be run for a six nodes network (Figure6) with the 
following structure: 
 
Figure 6: Six node network 
The typhoon model of it look like this:  
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Figure 7: Six bus system (Typhoon model) 
 
 
                 
                               Figure 8: Generator model                                                                         Figure 9: Load model 
            
On Figure 7 we can see the Typhoon model used to simulate the six-node network. 
Figures 8 and 9 shows in more detail the model of the generator and loads as well as 
the connections with the Arduinos and meters in order to successfully implement the 
control system. 
Load 
Generator 
Load 
Load 
Generator 
Generator 
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Figure 10 :Arduino Model 
Figure 10 shows what is inside the Arduino box. We can appreciate that it has some imput 
that comes from the meters and some outputs that will go to the generator. 
In order to test the algorithm, it is necessary to implement meters in the system to 
obtain the necessary values for the algorithm execution and those values will be send 
to the Arduinos. For the feasible flow algorithm the only values we need are the active 
power demand at each bus to determine the generator outputs and the flows through 
the lines in order to determine when it is necessary to recalculate the generators set 
points. 
To simplify things the Arduino will call Feasible Flow Algorithm when the flows 
thought the lines is close to its limits by more than 90%. The Arduino that detects that  
has happened, will send a signal to the rest to do the same. 
The Arduino can be also found on the Appendix A. 
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6. Results 
 
We have not been able to test the algorithm yet due to some issues with the hardware, 
so we have not reached any conclusion.   
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Appendix A : Code 
 
Feasible Flow main function: 
float  OAgent::feasibleFlowAlgorithm( uint8_t iterations, uint16_t 
period, float load ) //,uint8_t round 
{   
 
 OLocalVertex * s = _G->getLocalVertex();                                                    
// store pointer to local vertex 
    ORemoteVertex * n = _G->getRemoteVertex(1);                                               
// store pointer to remote vertices 
    LinkedList * l = _G->getLinkedList(); 
 
    ORemoteVertex * neighborP;    
    uint16_t nodeID = s->getID(); 
    uint8_t neighborID; 
 
    float neighbor_fpmax; 
    float neighbor_fpmin; 
    float neighbor_fp; 
     
   float bp; 
   float bpinicial; 
   float bj; 
   float wi = float(s->getOutDegree() + 1);      
   float gi; 
   float wj; 
   int k; 
   
 
   l->setInitialActiveFlows(nodeID,n);       
   gi=_getInitialGen(s); 
   s->setGi(gi);                                            
 
   s->setActiveDemand(load); 
   float Pd = s->getActiveDemand();  
 
   bpinicial = gi - Pd - l->addActiveInitialFlows(nodeID,n);     
 
 
   s->setActiveBalance(bpinicial); 
    
 
    unsigned long start;                             
    bool txDone;                                     
    bool mucheck = 0; 
    bool sigmacheck = 0; 
     
    uint16_t txTime;         
    int iter 
    int node_check[NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES 
    uint32_t aLsb;  
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    for(int i=0; i < NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES; i++) 
    { 
        node_check[i] = 0; 
    } 
    int frame = 30;  
    iter=0;  
    do 
    { 
     k=0; 
 
        srand(analogRead(0)); 
        txTime =  (rand() % (period - 2*frame)) + frame;   
        txDone = false;      
        start = millis();    
 
        delay(5); 
 
        uint8_t i; 
        //compute bi  
        while(uint16_t(millis()-start) < period) 
        { 
            if(_fairSplitPacketAvailable  
            {                                    
                aLsb = _rx->getRemoteAddress64().getLsb 
                if(_G->isInNeighbor(aLsb,i))  
                {     
                    bj=_getBjFromPacket();                        
 
                    uint8_t neighborID = _getNeighborIDFromPacket();   
 
                    neighborP = (n+(neighborID-1));  
                 k++; 
                  if(iter==0) 
                    { 
 
                     bp =  bpinicial; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                      gi = s->getGi()-0.5*s->getActiveBalance()/wi; 
 
            if(gi > s->getMax()){  
             gi=s->getMax(); 
             }else if(gi < s->getMin()){ 
              gi=s->getMin(); 
             } 
         s->setGi(gi); 
 
 neighbor_fp = (neighborP->getActiveFlow()-0.5*bj +0.5*bp/wi); 
 
if (neighbor_fp > (neighborP)->getActiveFlowMax()) 
            { 
     neighbor_fp = (neighborP)->getActiveFlowMax(); 
 
   }else if (neighbor_fp < (neighborP)->getActiveFlowMin()) 
            { 
  neighbor_fp = (neighborP)->getActiveFlowMin(); 
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            } 
    (neighborP)->setActiveFlow(fp); 
 
  if(k==(wi-1)) 
  { 
  float bp = s->getGi(gi) - Pd - l->addActiveInitialFlows(nodeID,n);     
 
    s->setActiveBalance(bp); 
      } 
 
                    } 
                        
         node_check[neighborID -1] = 1;                       
                } 
            } 
            if((int((millis() - start)) >= txTime) && !txDone)  
            { 
                txDone = true; // toggle txDone 
                _broadcastBalanceFeasibleFlow(s); 
            } 
 
        } 
         
        if(!_quiet) { 
            delay(10); 
        } else { 
            delay(25); 
        } 
 
        //CODE TO IMPROVE RESILIENCY 
                 
        for(int j=0; j < NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES; j++) 
        { 
            if(node_check[j] == 0 && node_counter[j] >= 0) 
                node_counter[j] += 1; 
            else if(node_check[j] == 1 )  
                node_counter[j] = 0; 
   
 
            if(node_counter[j] >= int(iterations/2) ) 
            { 
                s->setStatus(j+1, 1); 
                s->decrementInDegree(); 
                uint8_t dout = s->getOutDegree();               
                s->setOutDegree(dout - 1);  
                node_counter[j] = -1;                              
            } 
            node_check[j] = 0;                                  
        } 
 
   
        iter++;// increase the iteration count 
 
    }while(iter < iterations); //we need to implement here the max  
 
    return s->getGi(); 
} 
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Linkedlist functions to manage the line flows: 
 
void LinkedList::setInitialActiveFlows(uint8_t i, ORemoteVertex *n) { 
 
    node *tmp;  
    tmp = _neighborHead;   
    uint8_t j = 0; 
    float fp0; 
    fp0 = 0; 
    while (tmp != NULL) 
    { 
        j = tmp->data;                                  //get ID of 
neighbor 
        
        fp0 = 0.5*((n+j-1)->getActiveFlowMax() + (n+j-1)-
>getActiveFlowMin()); 
        (n+j-1)->setInitialActiveFlow(fp0); 
        (n+j-1)->setActiveFlow(fp0); 
 
        tmp = tmp->neighborNext; 
    } 
   
} 
 
float LinkedList::addActiveInitialFlows(uint8_t i, ORemoteVertex *n) { 
 
    node *tmp;   
    tmp = _neighborHead;  
    uint8_t j = 0; 
    float fp = 0; 
    while (tmp != NULL) 
    { 
        j = tmp->data;                //get ID of neighbor 
        if (i < j) 
            fp = fp + ((n+j-1)->getActiveInitialFlow());           //get 
active flow of link associated with neighbor 
        else if (i > j) 
            fp = fp - ((n+j-1)->getActiveInitialFlow());           //get 
active flow of link associated with neighbor 
        tmp = tmp->neighborNext; 
    } 
    //Serial<<"Sum of Active Flows is "<<fp<<endl; 
    return fp; 
} 
 
Flag code to send the signal to run Feasible Flow: 
bool OAgent::getFeasivbleFlowFlagfromPackage(OLocalVertex * s) 
{ 
    uint8_t ptr = 16; 
    long Flag = _getUint32_tFromPacket(ptr); 
    Serial<<"flag: "<<Flag<<endl; 
    if(s->getFeasibleFlowFlag()) 
    { 
        Serial<<"flag aready true"<<endl; 
       return true;  
    }else 
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    { 
        if(Flag == 0) 
        { 
            Serial<<"recieved false flag form package"<<endl; 
            return false;  //there needs to be 2nd stage 
        }else 
        { 
 
            Serial<<"recieved true flag form package"<<endl; 
            return true;  //there is no need for 2nd stage 
        } 
     
    } 
} 
 
bool OAgent::shareFlag( OLocalVertex * s, uint8_t iterations, uint16_t 
period, bool feasibleFlowFlag ) 
{ 
    //Serial<<"entering the flag sharing"<<endl; 
    float Dout = float(s->getOutDegree() + 1);      // store out degree, 
the +1 is to account for the self loops                           
    // _initializeFairSplitting_RSL(s,0,0); 
    ORemoteVertex * n = _G->getRemoteVertex(1);                                               
// store pointer to remote vertices 
    LinkedList * l = _G->getLinkedList(); 
 
    bool Flag; 
    unsigned long start;                            // create variable to 
store iteration start time 
    bool txDone;                                    // create variable to 
keep track of broadcasts 
    uint16_t txTime;        //_genTxTime(period,10,analogRead(0));   // 
get transmit time;  
    int iter = 0;               //variable for the iteration count 
    int node_check[NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES];  
    uint32_t aLsb; 
 
    if(feasibleFlowFlag){  
 
     s->setFeasibleFlowFlag(true); 
 
    }else{ 
 
     s->setFeasibleFlowFlag(false); 
    } 
 
 
    for(int i=0; i < NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES; i++) 
    { 
        node_check[i] = 0; 
    } 
    int frame = 30; 
    
    do 
    { 
        srand(analogRead(0)); 
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        txTime =  (rand() % (period - 2*frame)) + frame;  //determines 
the time window in which a payload is transmitted 
        txDone = false;     // initialize toggle to keep track of 
broadcasts 
        start = millis();   // initialize time 
 
        uint8_t i; 
 
        //Serial<<"waiting for package for flag"<<endl; 
        while(uint16_t(millis()-start) < period) 
        { 
            if(_fairSplitPacketAvailable()) 
            {                                   // robust, coordinate 
value packet available 
                aLsb = _rx->getRemoteAddress64().getLsb(); 
                //Serial<<"packet available"<<endl; 
                if(_G->isInNeighbor(aLsb,i)) 
                {    // check if remote device is in in-neighborhood 
                    //Serial<<"before flag comprobation"<<endl; 
                    if(getFeasibleFlowFlagfromPackage(s)) 
                    { 
                        Serial<<"recieved flag"<<endl; 
                        s->setFeasibleFlowFlag(true); 
                    } 
                    uint8_t neighborID = _getNeighborIDFromPacket(); 
                    uint8_t nodeID = s->getID(); 
 
                    node_check[neighborID -1] = 1;                      
//data was received from a neighbor at this iteration 
                } 
            } 
            if((int((millis() - start)) >= txTime) && !txDone) { 
                txDone = true; // toggle txDone 
                //_broadcastFairSplitPacket_RSL(s); 
                _broadcastFleasibleFlowFlag(s); 
            } 
        } 
        if(!_quiet) { 
            
            delay(10); 
        } else { 
            delay(25); 
        } 
        //CODE TO IMPROVE RESILIENCY 
 
        for(int j=0;j < NUM_REMOTE_VERTICES; j++) 
        { 
            if(node_check[j] == 0 && node_counter[j] >= 0) 
                node_counter[j] += 1; 
            else if(node_check[j] == 1 )  
                node_counter[j] = 0; 
 
            if(node_counter[j] >= int(iterations/2) ) 
            { 
                s->setStatus(j+1, 1); 
                s->decrementInDegree(); 
                uint8_t dout = s->getOutDegree();               
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                s->setOutDegree(dout - 1);  
                node_counter[j] = -1  
            } 
            node_check[j] = 0;                                  
        } 
        iter++;// increase the iteration count 
 
    }while(iter < iterations);  
    _buffer[1] = s->getOutDegree(); 
    _buffer[2] = _G->getN() - 1; 
 
    if(s->getFeasibleFlowFlag()){ 
         Flag = true; 
    }else{ 
     Flag false; 
    } 
 
    return Flag; 
} 
 
 
 
void OAgent::_broadcastFeasibleFlowFlag(OLocalVertex * s) {    
    uint16_t payload[1];     
   
    uint16_t Flag; 
 
    if(s->getFeasibleFlowFlag()){ 
 
     Flag = 1;  
 
    }else{  
 
     Flag = 0; 
    } 
 
    payload[0] = Flag; 
 
    
    _zbTx = ZBTxRequest(_broadcastAddress, ((uint8_t * )(&payload)), 
sizeof(payload)); // create zigbee transmit class 
    unsigned long txTime = _xbee->sendTwo(_zbTx,false,true); // transmit 
with time stamp 
#ifdef VERBOSE 
    Serial << _MEM(PSTR("Transmit time: ")) << txTime << endl; 
#endif 
} 
 
bool OAgent::getFeasibleFlowFlagfromPackage() 
{ 
    uint8_t ptr = 0; 
    long Flag = _getUint32_tFromPacket(ptr); 
    Serial<<"flag: "<<Flag<<endl; 
  
        if(Flag == 0) 
        { 
            Serial<<"recieved false flag form package"<<endl; 
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            return false;  //there needs to be 2nd stage 
        }else 
        { 
 
            Serial<<"recieved true flag form package"<<endl; 
            return true;  //there is no need for 2nd stage 
        } 
} 
 
 
Arduino Code For uno of the nodes: 
#include <Streaming.h> 
#include <XBee.h> 
//#include <Dyno.h> 
#include <OGraph_OPF.h> 
#include <OAgent_OPF.h> 
#include <MgsModbus.h> 
#include <SPI.h> 
#include <Ethernet.h> 
 
 
//Node 9 
 
long base = 10000;  // use base to increase precision of results 
 
XBee xbee = XBee(); 
ZBRxResponse rx = ZBRxResponse(); 
 
OLocalVertex s = OLocalVertex(0x415786E1,9);  
LinkedList l = LinkedList();  //#NODE 
OGraph_OPF g = OGraph_OPF(&s,&l); 
OAgent_LinkedList al = OAgent_LinkedList();  //#NODE 
OAgent_OPF a = OAgent_OPF(&xbee,&rx,&g,&al,true,true); // argument rx? 
 
uint8_t sPin = 7;      // synced led 
uint8_t cPin = 48;     // coordination enabled led pin 
 
//variables for node sync check 
boolean de = false; 
 
//AFE and controller variables 
float f_error0;         // variable to store the read value  
float v_error0;         // variable to store the read value 
float f_error1;         // ratio consensus result for average frequency 
error 
float load0; 
 
float error = 0; 
float u_f =0; 
float u_v =0; 
float u_set; 
 
 
 
//Modbus Communication 
MgsModbus Mb;  
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int val; 
// Ethernet settings (depending on MAC and Local network) 
byte mac[] = {0x90, 0xA2, 0xDA, 0x0E, 0x94, 0xB9 }; 
IPAddress ip(192, 168, 2, 9); // What are these addresses 
IPAddress gateway(192, 168, 2, 20); 
IPAddress subnet(255, 255,255, 0); 
 
uint16_t state_high; 
uint16_t state_low; 
uint8_t Ref_high; 
uint8_t Ref_low; 
uint8_t Count_high; 
uint8_t Count_low; 
uint8_t Pos_high; 
uint8_t Pos_low; 
int fc; 
int ref; 
int count; 
int pos; 
 
float eps_f = 0.001; 
float eps_v = 0.001; 
float D = 1; 
 
void setup()  { 
  Serial.begin(38400); 
  Serial3.begin(38400); 
  pinMode(cPin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(sPin, OUTPUT); 
  digitalWrite(cPin,HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(sPin,HIGH); 
   
  xbee.setSerial(Serial3);  
  g.addInNeighbor(0x415786D3,10,0,0);  
  g.addInNeighbor(0x415DB670,11,0,0); // node 11 
   
  g.configureLinkedList(); 
 
 
int NUMNEIGH = s.getOutDegree();//como se hace esto  
   
  digitalWrite(cPin,LOW); 
  digitalWrite(sPin,LOW); 
   
 // initialize the ethernet device 
  Ethernet.begin(mac, ip, gateway, subnet);   // start etehrnet interface 
  for (int i=0;i<12;i++) { 
     Mb.MbData[i] = 0; 
  } 
} 
 
void loop() { 
  if(de == false)  
  { 
    if(!(a.isLeader())) 
    { 
      Serial.println("Still trying to sync"); 
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      if(a.sync())  
      { 
        Serial.println("Communication Link established"); 
        Serial.println("c"); 
        digitalWrite(sPin,HIGH); 
        de = true; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        de  = false; //means could not sync  
      } 
    } 
    if (a.isLeader()) 
    { 
      Serial.println("Send letter s(r) to sync(resync)");  
      while (Serial.available() == 0)  
      {  
        //simply makes the arduino wait until commputer sends signal         
      } 
      if(Serial.available())  
      { 
        Serial.println("got some letter"); 
        uint8_t b = Serial.read(); //enter the character 's' 
        Serial.println(b); 
        if (b == 'r') 
          { 
            a.setLeader(0); 
          } 
        if ((b == 's')||(b == 'r')) 
        { 
          Serial.println("got the s and about to sync"); 
          de = true; 
          if(a.sync()) { 
            Serial.println("Communication Link established"); 
            Serial.println("c"); 
            digitalWrite(sPin,HIGH); 
            //ce = true; 
          } 
          else 
          { 
            de  = false; //means could not sync  
          }  
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
   
  else  
  { 
    if(a.isSynced()) 
    { 
      receiveTyphoonData();//recibimos información de typhon  
      int f_error =  Mb.MbData[0]*((-2*Mb.MbData[1])+1);// se extraen los 
valores del error de frecuencia con signo y magnitud. 
      int v_error  = Mb.MbData[2]*((-2*Mb.MbData[3])+1); 
      int load = Mb.MbData[3]*((-2*Mb.MbData[4])+1); 
      bool feasibleflowFlag = Mb.MbData[4]*((-2*Mb.MbData[5])+1); 
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      bool Flag; 
      
       
      f_error0 =  float(f_error);//convertimos en float  
      v_error0 =  float(v_error); 
      load0 = float(load); 
  
      load0 = load0/base; 
      f_error0 =  f_error0/base;//dividimos por la base  
      v_error0 =  v_error0/base; 
 
       
       
      Serial.print("f error: "); 
      Serial.println(float(f_error0),4); 
       
       Serial.print("feasibleflowFlag: "); 
      Serial.println(float(feasibleflowFlag),4); 
       
       Serial.print("load value: "); 
      Serial.println(float(load0),4); 
       
      Serial.print("D: "); 
      Serial.println(D,4); 
      Serial.print("v error: "); 
      Serial.println(float(v_error0),4); 
      delay(100); 
       
      f_error1 = a.ratioConsensusAlgorithm(f_error0,D,10,500);  
//mediante Ratio Consensus se saca el valor de la desviacion de 
frecuencia. 
      u_set = a.feasibleFlowAlgorithm(1,50,200,load0);//calculate the 
initial set points of the generators. 
 
       
      Serial.println("ratio consensus result"); 
      Serial.println(f_error1,4); 
      delay(100); 
/* 
     Flag = flase;    
    for(i=0; i<2; i++) 
    { 
        if(0.9*flowmin[i] > flowneighbor[i] || 0.9*flowmax[i] < 
flowneighbor[i]){ 
          feasibleflowFlag = true;//deberiamos crear una función que 
erecibiera el valor de la flag de sus vecinos y si alguno de ellos es 1 
entonces todos ejecutan  
          //creamos una función para establecer el valor de Flag =1 ; 
          //en shareStateFlag prefuntamos por el estado de la flag y nos 
devuelve verdadero o falso  
          } 
    } 
*/ 
    Flag = a.ShareFlag(s, iterations, period, feasibleflowFlag); 
 
    if(Flag){ 
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      u_set = a.feasibleFlowAlgorithm(50,200,load0); 
       u_f = u_set; 
    } 
 
     
    // frequency controller code 
      if(abs(f_error1) > eps_f) 
      {       
        error=error + -1*0.707*f_error1; // a partir del error de 
frecuencia abotenido se calculan los nuevos set points de los 
generadores.  
         u_f=u_set+0.7071*error; 
         //Serial.println(u,4); 
      }       
      //Sending data 
      if (u_f<0) // se analiza el signo de este valor para poder enviarlo 
      { 
        Mb.MbData[0]=1; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        Mb.MbData[0]=0; 
      } 
      Mb.MbData[1]=base*abs(u_f); 
 
 
      // voltage controller code 
      if(abs(v_error0) > eps_v) 
      { 
        u_v=0.01*v_error0; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        u_v=0; 
      } 
      //Sending Data 
      if (u_v<0) 
      { 
        Mb.MbData[2]=1; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        Mb.MbData[2]=0; 
      } 
      Mb.MbData[3]=base*abs(u_v); 
   // Controller code over 
   
      sendConsensusResults(); // se envian todos los resultados de MBData  
      a.resync(); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void sendConsensusResults() 
{ 
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  fc = 16;                                 //function code to write to 
multiple registers 
  ref = 0;                                  
  Ref_high = uint8_t(ref >> 8 && 0x00FF); 
  Ref_low = uint8_t(ref & 0x0FF); 
  count = 2;                               
  Count_high = uint8_t(count >> 8 && 0x00FF); 
  Count_low = uint8_t(count & 0x0FF); 
  pos = 0;                               
  Pos_high = uint8_t(pos >> 8 && 0x00FF); 
  Pos_low = uint8_t(pos & 0x0FF);  
   
  int node9_ip = 69; //part of ip address for node 9 on the HIL side  
  Mb.Req(MB_FC_WRITE_MULTIPLE_REGISTERS,0,4,0,node9_ip);  
  Mb.MbmRun(); 
  //SerialUSB.println("Sent Stuff to typhoon"); 
} 
 
void receiveTyphoonData() 
{ 
  int node9_ip = 69;  
  Mb.Req(MB_FC_READ_INPUT_REGISTER,0,4,0,node9_ip);  
  Mb.MbmRun(); 
} 
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